
Mid USA Tour
DETROIT - MINNEAPOLIS - DALLAS - AUSTIN - SAN ANTONIO - HOUSTON

SAT 27 We depart from the UK, flying direct to . When we arrive, we collect our minivans and take
a look around the airport. In the evening, we check-in at our airport hotel

SUN 28 Today we spend around the Detroit area, including DETROIT CITY and WILLOW RUN airports.

TUE 30 In the MSP area, we can visit FLYING CLOUD, ST PAUL DOWNTOWN, ANOKA COUNTY and 
CRYSTAL airports. We have an afternoon visit arranged at the ANG MUSEUM on the airport ANG BASE.

WED 1 We have some time at the airport, before our lunchtime flight down to DALLAS. Our hotel for the

Cost: £1 9 Deposit: £399 Single Room: £339

Plenty more airports can be included enroute

Regional departures are possible

Cost includes: Flights with taxes and luggage, Ground transportation, 1  nights hotel (inc Breakfasts)

There will be an Op�onal extension to Mexico City and Cancun

 

Extension cost:  

APR 27‐8 MAY

DETROIT

MON 29   A final morning in Detroit before our lunchtime flight across to MINNEAPOLIS. We spend the
evening watching from the viewing park and our hotel is close to the runway threshold.

next 3 nights is near the viewing park at founders plaza. 

THU 2  Today we can visit founders plaza and the nearby Dallas area airports, including LOVE FIELD,
ALLIANCE, MEACHAM and ADDISON.

FRI 3   A second full day to visit airfields in the Dallas area.

SAT 4  After breakfast and a quick look into DFW, we drive south towards WACO, where we have a short
stop before continuing to AUSTIN, where we look at EXECUTIVE then BERGSTROM airports. We continue
to SAN MARCOS and finally SAN ANTONIO and our hotel here is at the end of the runway.

SUN 5  Today we can visit SAN ANTONIO INTL, LACKLAND and KELLY FIELD, with its museums and
various gate guards. Then we continue towards HOUSTON. Our hotel for the next 2 nights is between the
runways at HOUSTON IAH.

MON 6  We have the entire day to visit the nearby airports, including HOBBY, SUGARLAND and 
ELLINGTON among others.

TUE 7   Our last morning in Houston, before our lunchtime flight via another airport hub, back to the UK.
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2 Nights Camino Real, overlooking MEX airport ramp
1 Night at TOLUCA airport, overlooking runways
2 Nights in CANCUN, at hotel overlooking arrivals

5 Nights hotel
Flights IAH-MEX, TLC-CUN


